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Archives, Preservation and Access to Scans of the Original 
Meteorological Forms
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National Climate Archives
• Climate Hardcopy Archives in Downsview (CHAD)
• Digital National Climate Archive (NCA)

Long Term Preservation
• Hardcopy, microfilms – long term (500 years +)

Opportunity for	Online	Access	
• Online Access for ECCC network users
• Online Internet, Open Data Access

Digitization
• Scanning of meteorological forms
• VIQA tool for assuring that only “good” scans will enter NCA
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Taking Meteorological Observations
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CHAD, Some very old data logs
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Examples of Meteorological Forms Collections
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We have about three million+ scans of many types of 
original meteorological forms at the NCA.

Access (internal) only to one picture at the time. 



2304 Meteorological Form
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Current	2304	form



Treasury Board  (TB) Project “Preparation, Digitization 
and Data Capture of Observational Weather Data”
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How	to	digitized	and	provide	accesso Manual keypunching of all data on these 
hundreds of thousands historical forms would 
be very costly (time and resources).

o For historical 2304 forms Optical Character 
Recognition due to the use of meteorological 
symbols, strikeouts, variety and quality of 
handwriting etc., is not practical.

o Creation of images provides a true (electronic) 
copy, assures digital preservation, improves 
basic access and is the first step for future 
wide access to the original meteorological 
forms.
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1. Treasury Board has funded a 5-year project to digitize the historical 
1840 – 1960 monthly “2304” climate record forms.

2. Through the Environment Canada and Climate Change 
Innovative Future Fund award, we adopted a commercial off-the-
shelf multimedia access software and developed the innovative 
Visual Interactive Quality Assurance (VIQA) tools. The VIQA tools 
allow us to quickly review each scanned image to ensure that only 
good quality scans will enter into the Climate Archives. 
This will provide confidence that the scans truly represent the 
original paper collection.

We are still receiving paper copies of 2304 forms from isolated 
observers without Internet connection. 

Over the years we were persistent in attempts to provide an online 
access to 2304 forms collection. 



Visual Interactive Quality Assurance (VIQA) Tools2020	June	4 12
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We expect that continuing experimentation and expansion of this innovative 
approach will deliver online access to the digital collections, making 
Environment and Climate Change Canada’s 180-year legacy of original 
weather and climate data records accessible to a wider audience.

Knowing how one would like to retrieve data (by station, by year, 
alphabetically, …) determine different access interfaces.  For example, 
geographical interface may be especially useful for the researcher who does 
not know station name, or code identifiers.

Opportunity for Online Access
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ECCC: anna.deptuch-stapf@canada.ca
ECCC: chris.kocot@Canada.ca
CIC: haole@contentinterface.com
Sea	Scan: seascan@ca.inter.net
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?

We are:
1. operating an ever-growing Hardcopy and Digital Climate Archives,
2. establishing a quick and reliable quality assurance process that can handle 
high volumes of scanned meteorological forms, ensuring only quality scans 
enter into the climate archives,
3. exploring processes to provide effective and efficient online access to 
these climatologically significant forms.

Summary


